Honeywell Voyager 1450g Barcode Scanner
Configuration for LDMS

By default, LDMS barcodes prefix their data with a special symbol called a control character. To configure the Voyager 1450g barcode scanner to communicate the control character to the LDMS correctly, follow the instructions below.

Setup for LDMS
Scan the following two codes to put the scanner in a mode that is compatible with LDMS barcode labels. Scan the codes from left to right.

Optional Volume Settings
By default, the scanner beep volume is set at “high”. This may be a little loud for an office environment. Scan one of the codes below for the desired “good read” beep volume.

Need Help?
If you need help getting your barcode scanner to work, visit www.ldms.org/contact or call (716) 834-0900 extension 7311.